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Welcome and Introduction
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Agenda
1. Welcome, Introduction and Network Updates..…………………………………………………………………11.00 - 11.15

2. Keynote Presentation by Caroline Jordan and Fergal Landy – Tusla, Child and Family Agency: 11.15 - 12.00

Learning from structured implementation approaches to designing , implementing and evaluating innovations

3. Q&A……………………..……………………………………………………………………………………………....12.00 - 12.30

Lunch …….……..…………..…………………………………………...…………………………………………………..12.30 - 13.15

4. Panel Discussion and Q&A: Capacity Building for Implementation…………………………………………13.15 - 13.55

5. Group Discussion: Building Capacity for Implementation - successes and challenges……………......13.55 - 14.25

Close…………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………………..14.25 - 14.30

..
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Implementation Network
• 18th Meeting of the Implementation Network

• Established in 2011 

• Steering Group which advises on future development and sustaining of the Network

• Coordinated and supported by CES

• Purpose of the Implementation Network: 

• Promote and share learning about effective implementation of policy and practice

• Across health, education, social care and justice sectors in Ireland and Northern 
Ireland

• Connect to international learning

• Members from government departments, public bodies, community and voluntary, 
research and academia in Ireland and Northern Ireland

• Currently 109 members of the Network (on the Network members list) - 70% from 
Ireland, 26% from N. Ireland, 4% international

• Between 30 - 60 members attend the Network meetings - mix of regular and 
new/occasional attenders
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Membership of the Implementation 
Network of Ireland and Northern Ireland

What does membership involve?

✓ Opportunities to connect with implementation colleagues by attending Network meetings and events 

which feature leading local and international experts in implementation and Implementation Science 

✓ 2 Network meetings a year (Spring, Autumn), plus other events

✓ 3-4 ‘Implementation Update’ emails a year

✓ Access to up-to-date resources and publications on Implementation Science

✓ Sharing your name, job title, and organisation, as part of a members list, with other members at 

Network meetings

✓ No fee/charge 

How to become a member

• Sign up by emailing snevin@effectiveservices.org
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Chatham House Rules

Chatham House Rules apply

i.e. participants are free to use information received at these 

meetings, but neither the identity nor the affiliation of the 

speaker(s) may be revealed 

➢ Encourage openness, sharing of information 

➢ Create ‘a safe space’ for honest dialogue and learning 
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Follow the 
conversation and 

share your thoughts 
via Twitter with 

#ImplemNetwork



Implementation 
Network 
meetings 2020

▪Spring Network meeting – Dublin

➢ March 2020 – decide on 4,5,6 March!  

(Wed, Thurs, Friday)

▪Autumn Network meeting – Belfast

➢ October/November 2020
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Network Updates
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2019 - International implementation events

• King’s College London: Implementation Science Masterclass and Implementation Science 

Research Conference, July 16th – 18th 2019

http://www.clahrc-southlondon.nihr.ac.uk/news-and-blog/2018/save-dates-implementation-science-masterclass-

2019-and-implementation-conference

• Society for Implementation Research (SIRC) 2019 : September 12th – 14th 2019, Seattle :
https://societyforimplementationresearchcollaboration.org/5th-biennial-society-for-implementation-research-
conference-september-12-14-2019/

• Global Implementation Conference (GIC) 2019 : September 15th – 17th 2019, Glasgow :
https://gic.globalimplementation.org/
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#ImplemNetwork

European Implementation Event (EIE), October 1st – 2nd 2020, Rotterdam

• Theme: Crossing Borders – Overcoming Boundaries: Implementation for a new decade 

Learn about the latest, cutting-edge implementation science and practice; participate in inspiring and surprising discussions with international 

colleagues; expand your professional network; and be inspired by the diversity of this exciting discipline. 

• Who is it for?

Individuals and organisations engaged in synthesising, translating, adopting and implementing evidence in human service practice and policy. 

You may work in health, social welfare, education or other human service sectors; you may be a psychologist, social worker, occupational

therapist, nurse, sociologist, economist or have a totally different educational background; researchers as well as practitioners, funders,

organisational leaders, intermediaries and other roles are welcome at the event – as are those who are new to the field and those with extensive

knowledge and experience.

• Proposals and registration

• Early bird registration (until March 16, 2020): € 475. Late registration (from March 17, 2020): € 680

• Pre-conference activities, on September 30, will be provided free

• Call for proposals and submissions: Opened November 1, closes January 19, 2020

• Early call for symposia: Opened October 1 and closing on December 1, 2019 
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#ImplemNetwork

New implementation science resources

Open access - free TIDIRC Implementation Science resources (Training 

Institute for Dissemination and Implementation Research in Cancer, USA). 

Click here

Makes online training materials used in the TIDIRC Facilitated Course available

to the public. The free, online materials provide an overview to dissemination and

implementation (D&I) research. Each module serves as an introduction to

fundamental terms, concepts, and principles of D&I with examples of their

application.

Special Issue of Psychiatry Research Journal on Introduction to 

Implementation Science: Increasing the Public Health Impact of Research 

(Psychiatry Research Journal). Click here

CES Guide to Implementation. This guide builds on CES’s Introductory Guide to
Implementation (2012). It includes key information for anyone responsible for
implementing an intervention, programme or project. Click implementation
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Module 1: Introduction to Dissemination & 

Implementation Science

Module 2: Fidelity & Adaptation of Interventions 

in Implementation Science

Module 3: Implementation Science Models, 

Theories, & Frameworks

Module 4: Implementation Science Measures

Module 5: Study Designs in Implementation 

Science

Module 6: Implementation Strategies

In the CES Guide you can read about: 

• The four stages in implementation 

• What helps and what hinders 

implementation 

• Implementation strategies

• Frameworks and tools

• Context for implementation and scaling up

• Implementing policy

https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess.html?utm_source=EIC+Stakeholders&utm_campaign=0747d4ce06-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_10_08_11_39&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ea81bd44fe-0747d4ce06-590599297
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/psychiatry-research/special-issue/1083N7JBHZF?utm_source=EIC%20Stakeholders&utm_campaign=0747d4ce06-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_10_08_11_39&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ea81bd44fe-0747d4ce06-590599297
https://www.effectiveservices.org/resources/tag/implementation
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module1.html
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module2.html
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module3.html
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module4.html
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module5.html
https://cancercontrol.cancer.gov/IS/training-education/tidirc/openaccess-module6.html


Keynote Presentation by Caroline Jordan 
and Fergal Landy

Tusla, Child and Family Agency
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Learning from Structured 

Implementation Approaches 

to designing, implementing 

and evaluating innovations 

Prevention, Partnership and Family Support 

Programme



Tusla Services 

The Child and Family Agency’s services include a range of universal and 
targeted services:

• Child protection and welfare services;

• Educational welfare services;

• Psychological services;

• Alternative care;

• Family and locally-based community supports;

• Early years services;

• Domestic, sexual and gender-based violence services.



Policy Context



High Level Policy Statement on Supporting Families

Policy Context



Prevention Partnership and 

Family Support









What is PPFS?
Greater 

participation of 
children and 

families 

New Structure 

low, medium and high 
prevention services 

commissioned based on 
need, evidence and 

participation 

And arranged with all 
partners into localised  

Child and Family 
Support Networks 

Implementing 
Meitheal and 

parenting support 
approaches   

Workforce, 
learning and 
development

Enhanced public 
awareness and 
communication
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Tusla’s Early Intervention and 
Prevention System

17 Area Managers 

17 Senior Managers for PP&FS  

& Steering 

Committees linked to Children & 

Young People Services 

Committees

Each of the 17 areas divided 

into local Child & Family 

Support Networks with 

Coordinators





What is Meitheal?

Meitheal is a national early intervention practice 

model to ensure that the needs and strengths of 

children and their families are effectively 

identified, understood and responded to in a 

timely way so that children and families get the 

help and support needed to improve children’s 

outcomes and to realise their rights.

Meitheal – A National Early Intervention Practice Model for all agencies working with 
children, young people and their families (2013, p. 1)





Role of Utilizing Data and Relevant 
Research to build and refine 

implementation efforts



• A consultative detailed design process led to a suite of 
documentation that was informed by a combination of international 
literature, domestic small scale research and practitioner and service 
user views.   

• During early implementation, adaptations were made based on 
practitioner feedback and early evaluation feedback. – eg. Meitheal 
Forms 

• Data feedback was supported by information management 
personnel, regularly presented to national management and a 
working group and was used to inform ongoing implementation –
although the data system was also in formation….       



The workforce and their Capacity and 
Readiness to Support Implementation and 

the Promotion of Quality Practice



• The philanthropic investment allowed for the recruitment of 8 
new training and development officers. 

• Building on a decade of developmental work – mainly focused on 
3rd sector. 

• Very positive and enabling policy context. 

• Child and Family Support Networks facilitates a child and family 
workforce approach 

• Senior Child and Family Support Network Coordinators as a 
implementation support  



National 
Programme 

Management 

Senior Manager 
for Prevention, 

Partnership and 
Family Support   

Child and Family 
Support Network 

Coordinator 

Regional 
Implementation 
support Manager 

8 training and 
development 

officers 
nationwide 



Role of Organizational Culture and Policies 
in Supporting Quality Implementation and 

Sustainability



• Especially challenging, newly developed organisation –
no coherent culture 

• Incongruence between policy and culture – participation 
and prevention well established in policy but not in 
culture.  

• Key question within the evaluation research.

• Role of training, conferences and implementation 
support meetings in setting cultural tone.       

• Power of co-production is key – it is children, young 
people and parents who will change the culture, not us!







Lessons 

• A mandated change agent drives implementation- National Programme 
Manager and sponsored by CEO and DCYA

• Philanthropic resources available to secure access to the necessary expertise 
& direct hands-on support needed to build business cases and capacity –
National and Regional teams and Outcomes Imp and Accenture

• Formative research programme for feedback and evaluation appropriate 
research questions. - UNESCO CFRC



Dilemmas 

• Learning by doing to assess implementation barriers across multiple system 
actors, settings, and layers

• Data Matters: Develop capacity for strategic use of data to drive the initiative-
what works and for whom? The case for investing in early intervention

• Whole system approach – new Agency, new roles and processes for 
Implementation teams – how to apply theory of change and improvement 
cycles at national level, regional and local level 



Successes 
• System change – Our strong conclusion is that the 

organisational culture of Tusla is changing such that it is 
becoming more preventative in focus and inclusive of 
parents and children (UCFRC, 2018).

• DCYA decision to align ABC programme and support 
PPFS programme funding.     

• Meitheal is improving family outcomes particularly from 
the perspective of mothers, showing the potential of 
Meitheal to improve and sustain improvement in 
outcomes over time. 

• Multiple examples of child, youth and parental 
participation and testimony as to the value of the work.  





Q&A
12.00 – 12.30
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Lunch
Reconvene at 13.15
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Panel Discussion and Q&A: 

Capacity Building for Implementation
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• Cathy Galway, Director of Youth, Early Years and Childcare, 
Department of Education (Chair)

• Lorraine Brown, Head of Early Years - Learning to Learn Team,
Department of Education

• Ailish Glennon, Deputy Director, The Probation Service

• Melanie Stone, Project Specialist, Centre for Effective Services



Group Discussion

Building capacity for implementation: 

successes and challenges

13.55 – 14.25
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#ImplemNetwork

Join a group and discuss the following questions:

1. What learning from today could you apply to your own work?

2. What do you have to add from your own work and experience?

Please spread out and sit with people you haven’t met before

As a group, decide the 2 most important insights to feed back

You will have 15 minutes to discuss as a group, and then we will take feedback (2 insights) from 
the groups, in a plenary session
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Group Discussion 



Thank you!

Please complete the feedback form – the Steering Group pays 
attention to your feedback!

To join the Implementation Network of Ireland and Northern Ireland

• Email snevin@effectiveservices.org
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